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1 - Select a set of strings to put on your instrument. Use the same type of string and gauge of string that
the builder of your instrument recommends. The nut and bridge will be set up for the builder's 
recommended strings. Too heavy or too light of a stirng will affect intonation and playability.

When in doubt, call the builder and ask. If your dulcimer still has the builder's original strings, you can 
use a pair of calipers to measure the diameter of the existing strings, and then match those strings when 
you buy a new set.

2 - Gather the supplies and tools you'll need. Wire cutters (anything will work for a flat head dulcimer, 
but thin, pointy wire cutters work best for a scroll head instrument); fingerboard oil/soft cloth (only use 
this if you have a waxed/oiled fingerboard - lacquered fingerboards shouldn't be oiled); tuner (so you 
can get your strings tightened to the correct tension; peg winder (entirely optional, but will make the 
job of replacing your strings much easier and faster)

3 - Remove the old strings. Make sure you keep track of which string goes to which tuner, and also 
which slots in the nut and bridge are used for each string. Many instruments have four tuners, but will 
have six slots in the nut and six slots in the bridge.

4 - Optional - If your fingerboard has a natural (not lacquered) finish, now is a good time to apply a 
fresh coat of fingerboard oil/wax. In the Folkcraft shop, we use a concoction made primarily of boiled 
linseed oil, although we recommend a lighter oil (lemon oil works great) for non-shop use. Using a soft
cloth (worn-out dishtowels work great), apply a light coat of oil to the top of the fingerboard. Let it 
soak in for a minute or two. Wipe off any excess. An extremely dry fingerboard might require a couple 
of applications of oil. A fingerboard that isn't totally dry will play more easily (less friction) and last 
longer.

5 - Install one string at a time. I recommend installing the bass (wound) string first, followed by the 
outside melody string, then the inside melody string, and then the middle string. Ideally, you'll end up 
with about three full wraps of the string around each post. 

6 - Take each string up to pitch, using your tuner as a guide. Stretch each string a bit, then tune again. 
After each string is up to pitch, and seems stable, then cut the excess off the end of each string. Leave a 
little bit of a nub on the end - about an eighth of an inch is good.

7 - Enjoy the new strings!

Hopefully, this step-by-step guide will help you remember the process to changing your strings. It isn't 
hard, and you can only hurt your instrument by being careless (or by using strings that are way too 
heavy!). If you have any questions, then don’t hesitate to contact me. I'll be glad to help.

Thank you!
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